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• What do we mean by research infrastructures? 

• Why do we need research infrastructure roadmaps?

• Why is a “business plan” part of roadmapping?

• Why do we need alignment between roadmaps?

• What might this look like

There is only time to scratch the surface today…

Outline



• National and international scale investments in 
shared research capability that go beyond what any 
single institution (or even nation) can support

• Dramatically increase scientific reach

• Address research questions of long duration 
requiring pooled effort

• Promote collaboration, interdisciplinarity, 
interaction with industry

What do we mean by
Research Infrastructures?



• First Wave – big science as laboratories
– e.g. CERN

– National and international labs for high energy and nuclear physics

• Second Wave – big science as user facilities
– e.g. ESRF, ESS, XFEL

– Refocus national centres to host machines for materials science and 
structural biology

• Third Wave – big science as data
– e.g. Climate science, bioinformatics, social science

– Federate and network centres as national nodes of a distributed RI

Three waves of Research 
Infrastructures



• Don’t need a roadmap for a bottom-up, 
peer-reviewed, PI-led research portfolio

– The priorities can emerge from a selection for excellence

• But we do need a roadmap for major investment 
decisions

– Only a finite range of possibilities

– Competing with other major national investments

– Long term commitment

Why do we need roadmaps?



A roadmap is a strategy for investment 

• Sets priorities…
which entails saying no to some good ideas

– Should only contain good science, but can’t contain all 
the good science

• Competing with other major national investments -
not purely a statement of the research community’s 
priorities  

What is a roadmap anyway?



• Sets and communicates the
priorities for new projects

– not just yes/no:

– build, lead, join, keep in touch, 
wait and see, stay out…

• Operational support for 
existing RIs

• Must have a possibility of ‘retirement’

Will focus mainly on new projects in what follows 

A roadmap is a strategy for investment 



If a roadmap is a strategy for investment …

then a business plan is simply part of the case for that 
investment 

– What difference will the investment make?

Why do Research Infrastructures 
need a business plan?



Why do governments invest in science?

Jobs 
Innovation 

Startup companies

Spinoffs

Education

Public 
outreach

Openness

Cultural value

International
Collaboration

Science drives 
economic growth

Science for peace

Normative values Market values

Makes the country 
worth defending

shift in emphasis
since the end of the Cold War

Democracy

Prosperity

Scientists more comfortable here
Closer to their own self-image 
Makes fewer demands on them

Political actors more comfortable here
“It’s the economy, stupid…”
This is where the funding is



• Science community roadmaps - zero budget

– Demonstrate/generate alignment of community

• European roadmaps – few % of budget

– Ensure only one pan-European initiative in each major 
research area

• National roadmaps – 95% of the budget

– Define strategy for major national spending decisions

Roles of science community, 
European, and National roadmaps



• Research strengths

– e.g. UK in radio astronomy

• National industrial strengths and priorities

– e.g. pharmaceutical industry

• Geography

– e.g. Arctic vs. Mediterranean, forestry, 

• And even politics

– public investment decisions should reflect society’s 
priorities as expressed through a democratic system

National roadmaps reflect national 
priorities



• Science questions may be universal, but national 
research priorities and strengths are not

• Each European project needs a leader

– not everyone can be a leader in everything

• Not everyone can afford to participate in everything

National roadmaps should not all contain 
all European projects



To get on to the roadmap

✅ Clear owner and sponsor

✅ Science case
– Community agrees it’s the single highest priority

✅ R&D and cost estimates at appropriate
level

✅ Project management plan
✅ Funding and governance plan
✅ Convincing “business case”

– Why is this a good way to invest public money?

✅ Stakeholder engagement

Good for the roadmapping process itself to also meet 
these criteria



• This looks like a long and arduous list

• Roadmap process owners need to communicate 
clearly what is expected and how it will be assessed

– Maturity required depends on how close the project is to 
implementation

• Provide some degree of hand-holding



ESS uses “earned 
value” to measure 
progress

• Compare EV with 
actual cost and 
planned rate of 
delivery

• Cost variance and 
Schedule variance

• Contingency

Use best practices in project 
management ✅

European Spallation Source ERIC  October 2017 
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Director General Overview 
 

The project continued to progress rapidly during the third quarter of 2017, and is now 

over 40% complete.  When compared with roughly 22% a year ago the rate of 

progress is clear.  The chart below shows the September 2017 status against the 

construction baseline: 

 
The chart above provides September 2017 status against the construction baseline. 

 

Cost and schedule tensions continue to arise, as expected at this stage of any large 

project, and are being managed through our project management processes.  We 

remain confident that our high-level goals of commencing initial operations in 2019, 

instrument commissioning in 2021 and the user science programme in 2023 remain on 

track. 

 

Civil construction continues to move ahead in the target monolith and instrument 

halls, while installation work is now underway in the cryogenics buildings and 

accelerator tunnel.  The RF test stand is now being set up at the downstream end of 

the klystron gallery and the temporary control room has been established. 
 

In September the second wave of staff moved to the temporary offices established on 

site to support and perform installation work. The temporary offices are expected to 

be filled by the end of October. In parallel, the work of developing a plan and cost 

estimate for moving all ESS staff to site in 2018 were presented to ESS Management 

Team after summer. The decision has been made to move all staff when the current 

office lease agreement at Medicon Village expires, June 2018. 

 

A process has been started by Council in June, aiming at an agreement on the 

planning and financing of construction and initial operations. Apart from Council and 

Management, the process involves AFC, SAC, and the Annual Review. Within that 

process, two reports have been produced and submitted to the Annual Review 2017 

(4-6 October 2017). The Annual Review’s feedback, together with input from AFC 

and SAC, will provide a first step towards the decision-making by Council. 
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ESS Funding and Governance

16

Host Countries Sweden and Denmark 

Construction 47.5% Cash Investment ~ 97%
Operations 15%

Non Host Member Countries

Construction 52.5% In-kind Deliverables ~ 70%
Operations 85%

15 European Member and Observer Countries

The European Spallation Source ERIC established in 2015



“All politics is local” – US House Speaker Tip O’Neill



• Significant technical workpackages
procured or constructed locally and 
delivered to the infrastructure
– Requires the IK partner to truly hold and 

manage the risk

• A project management challenge…

• but probably a political necessity
– avoid situation where host country benefits 

greatly while others just pay cash 
e.g. F. Weissbach study of economic impact of FAIR facility

In-kind contributions

• ESS – 70% for non-hosts, 35% overall, just about manageable
• ITER – 90% in kind, close to unmanageable



Compelling business case ✅

• Don’t be frightened by the word ‘business’ – ‘business 
case’ just means the case for investment

• Basically: why is this a good way to invest tax money?

• Practical benefits to society and the economy

• Impact of construction, research activities, training and 
technology

• Think – how can the science minister sell this project to her 
finance ministry?

• Means international RI need a core case that can be tailored 
to meet the expectations and profile of each partner 
country



Stakeholder engagement ✅

We used to do

Public engagement about our science

Now we need

Stakeholder engagement about our impact

Stakeholders includes the public

Impact includes the science



• The General Public

• Media, 
opinion formers

• Students

• Educators 
(STEM skills pipeline)

• University bosses

• Other science areas

• Parliamentarians

• Ministers

• Future ministers 
(other political parties)

• Local and regional 
politicians 

• Civil Servants

• Economists 

Again good for the roadmapping process itself to engage 
these stakeholders

Relevant RI stakeholders will include



Why do projects fail to get started?

• In 2016 ESFRI reviewed 
implementation of 
projects on its roadmap since 
2006

• Found inadequate stakeholder 
engagement and lack of a 
credible funding plan to be the 
biggest barriers to progress
– much more so than weakness of the science case

• Roadmapping process needs to test projects’ maturity in these 
areas
– Not helpful to have projects on the roadmap if they are not able to get 

launched



• A long unfunded laundry list

• Mixing national and university scale investments

– Decision criteria very different

• Insufficient consideration of ‘business plan’ aspects

• No consideration of long term support for 
operations

– Batteries not included

• Sometimes no connection to funding at all

Common failures of the roadmapping
process



• We need research infrastructures 

• We need roadmaps to set and communicate our 
investment priorities

• Consideration of “business plans” is a necessary part 
of the process

• Strength in diversity of national roadmaps, but need 
to take an aligned approach

• Roadmap process is a project in itself – follow the 
standards expected of projects being reviewed

Conclusions



Thank you!

@johnwomersley @essneutron


